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For over 55 years, David Edward has been a recognized design leader 

with a reputation for exceptional craftsmanship, quality and value.  

Focusing on lounge and reception areas, collaborative environments, 

executive offices, and co-working spaces, we offer high-quality seating 

solutions for use throughout the built interior. This overview highlights 

our latest introductions and a selection of our favorite classic designs.
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Designer Collaborations

Our excellent design heritage is rooted with an amazing group of designers that share 

our passion for seating design. Drawing upon these incredible talented group are top 

architects and product designers from England, France, Mexico, Italy and North America 

that each bring a special gift to the seating industry. Careful attention to their original 

concept and the detailed design brief has allowed our product designs to distinguish 

themselves within the contract market.

Adam Stover
products designed: 
Steve

David Fox
products designed: 
Superkool, Entourage & Circ

Michael Graves
products designed: 
Looper

Alyssa Coletti
products designed: 
Vella

Laney Builteman
products designed: 
Anora, Cricket & Madmen Table

Robert Cox
products designed: 
Lolita & O’Sally

Andrew Gower
products designed: 
Gower, Julie, Tulip, Freedom  
& Ynot

Laura Kirar
products designed: 
Elise & Noelle

Roger Crowley
products designed: 
Gotham & Flo

Christophe Pillet
products designed: 
Otto

Maxwell Moore
products designed: 
Stratus

Steve de Nardi
products designed: 
Fight Club

Top Image: Andrew Gower meeting with the David Edward Design team 
on the manufacturing of Ynot

Bottom Image: Greg Pitts collaborating with the HDR Design team
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Entourage
Designed by David Fox

Entourage, designed by David Fox, is a modular landscape collection that  

forms a wide variety of shapes and sizes. David formed his design practice  

over 18 years ago and he is located outside of London allowing him to  

recognize leading trends and fashions that are reflected in his contemporary 

vernacular. A metal tubular frame lifts the design off of the floor to create a light 

yet sturdy feature that is perfectly formed to the curves of the angled seat frame. 

available in:
Settee
Sectional
Ottoman
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Circ
Designed by David Fox

Circ Collection combines both a stool and a table collection with a unifying  

round tubular frame. The table tops are available as a wood or white painted 

top over the steel frame. Barstools and Counter stools feature a single French 

pinched seam on the outside seating edge to frame the upholstery.

available in:
Bar Stool
Counter Stool
Coffee Table 
Side Table

Fight Club, designed by Steve de Nardi, provides an updated contemporary  

yet functional bean bag chair that can be maintained within the modern  

contract environment. Steve is a product designer based in Milan and  

he draws upon a unique technical background as a principal in a foam  

technology company that specializes in cutting edge foam. A unique  

dry-cleanable zippered cover construction facilitates the cleanability  

of the cover in contract environments

available in:
Lounge
Ottoman

Fight Club
Designed by Steve de Nardi
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Geo

Geo Lounge offers a six sided angled frame that gently tapers to the floor.  

The entire upholstery cover is pulled over the frame as one sewn cover,  

offering a crisp tailored look that features double needle luggage stitching. 

available in:
Lounge
Settee
Sofa

The Kutee ottoman and table is a round steel frame with a laser cut aperture  

for storage that is supported by hidden heavy duty casters or glides. An optional 

tablet with a white lacquer cleanable work surface is bolted to the frame.

available in:
Static 
Casters
Tablet
Tablet with Casters

Kutee
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Otto lounge, designed by Christophe Pillet, features a clean contemporary 

angular arm set with a beautiful silhouette. Christophe’s design consultancy  

is based in Paris and he strives to offer a “lucidity of expression“ which  

searches for simplicity in form. Available as a high back and low back,  

all firmly rooted to a solid stainless steel base with protective glides.

available in:
High Back Lounge
Low Back Lounge
Coffee Table
Side Table

The Steve collection, designed by Populous, offers a contemporary lounge  

chair and matching barstool with a strong form and beautiful angles that 

conforms to the human ergonomics. Adam Stover, Felicia Balestrere and  

Nick Caprario joined forces to create this signature collection. The solid  

wood side frame suspends a tight seat and back with a clean upholstery  

that wraps the form for cleanability in public spaces.

available in:
Lounge
Bar Stool

Steve
Designed by Adam Stover, Felicia  

Balestrere, and Nick Caprario

Otto
Designed by Christophe Pillet
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Stratus, designed by Maxwell Moore, blends a complex curved form  

with ergonomically molded cushions to allow you to float, just like a  

Stratus cloud. Max is one of our in-house David Edward product  

designers that engineered Stratus to feature a wide variety of  

materials while retaining its organic and fluid form.

available in:
Upholstered Shell
Painted Shell
Wood Base
Four Star Base
Wire Frame Base

Tri Stool offers a simple subtle seat curve creating a thoroughly  

modern seating solution for a wide variety of commercial settings.  

The strong metal frame in a polished chrome finish is balanced on  

the three main support members. A simple stitch upholstery detail  

refines the look of this modern design.

available in:
Bar Stool
Counter Stool

Tri StoolStratus
Designed by Maxwell Moore
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Ynot, designed by Andrew Gower of Zoose design, combines a unique center 

arm support that features a notched joinery technique throughout the frame 

providing a very strong, yet lightweight design. Andrew is a architect with a 

degree from the Univ of Colorado with a product development practice in 

Oregon. Ynot’s slight curves in the top back and front seat rail blend gracefully 

for ergonomic form and style. A strong tapered front and back leg blends the 

arm and arm support as it pitches slightly for maximum comfort.

available in:
Pull Up

Ynot
Designed by Zoose Design

Konnect, designed by Antonio Larosa, forms a contemporary landscape seating 

design with integrated tables. Antonio hails from Italy and led the Furniture Design 

program at SCAD for many years. The Konnect bench series has tapered sides  

to insure the longevity and cleanability of the three unit bench. The table and  

bench can be unhooked and reconfigured utilizing a German ganging mechanism. 

available in:
Bench 
Wood Table
Corian Table

Konnect
Designed by Antonio Larosa
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Cricket
Designed by Laney Builteman

Cricket, designed by Laney Builteman, blends the mass and style of a seating  

unit with the unique metal support that derives the name of the collection.  

With a Masters in Furniture Design from SCAD we had the opportunity to  

work directly with Laney for three years. Cricket features beautifully  

machined aircraft grade aluminum that is polished into a perfect radius  

enabling the surface to remain smooth to the touch with one continuous  

form to the floor. An upholstered option raised arm pad is available that 

incorporates a double needle stitch on the periphery of the arm cap.  

The arm cap is also available in solid surface material.

available in:
Lounge
Settee
Sofa
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Flo, designed by Roger Crowley, is sculptural furniture with strong forms  

carved into infinite changing radius as each of the sixteen pieces of wood  

blend into one cohesive design. Roger graduated from Princeton and  

worked with Michael Graves for many years before starting his own design 

consultancy in New York. The Flo table top is available in a wide variety of 

materials including glass, stone and wood. 

available in:
Coffee Table
Side 

Flo
Designed by Roger Crowley

Smile is an eccentric chair with a grace and form that just makes you happy.  

Its remarkable form is captured in steel and a high density foam is applied  

into a carefully crafted mold to insure the upholstery reflects the deep curve.  

The chrome steel sled base offers the support for this beautiful design.

available in:
Lounge

Smile
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Chip, designed by Preben Mehren, has a beautiful scoop design that hugs  

the occupant in one continuous curve. Preben, a Norwegian born product 

designer, focuses on clean sophisticated designs. The entire upholstery  

cover is sewn together and is pulled over a steel reinforced foam frame.  

A patented seat clip system allows the upholstery to be applied to the  

seat area which helps create a beautiful, simple form.

available in:
Lounge

Chip
Designed by Preben Mehren

Looper, designed by Michael Graves Design Team, denotes the mobius form  

that repeats the 10 inch incremental loop. The continuous form is available  

in two, five or seven loops on a standard basis. Custom configurations are 

available for site specific solutions. 

available in:
Two Loops
Five Loops
Seven Loops

Looper
Designed by Michael Graves Design
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Madmen
Designed by Preben Mehren

Madmen, designed by Preben Mehren, transcends the mid century  

modern look with an updated styling and tailoring for the contemporary 

marketplace. Preben’s Oslo studio experiments with classic forms then  

adds the sophisticated techniques to bring the seating design into the  

21st century. The steel frame encapsulated the occupant in high density  

foam for the ultimate comfort and work setting.  

available in:
Lounge
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The Grand Island Venti Collection is the same classic collection, but 20% larger. 

Featuring the same clean modern design as the original Grand Island Collection, 

the Venti Collection is ideal for healthcare spaces that require more bariatric 

options. As with the original collection, there are a variety of options including 

numerous arm caps, stainless steel or solid wood base and optional glides.

available in:
Lounge
Settee
Sofa

Grand Island Venti

The Grand Island Collection, designed in collaboration with the  

HDR Team, is a complete lounge collection with strict attention to 

details. The clean lines and classic shape lend itself to be the perfect 

solution for healthcare and similar public spaces. There are a variety 

of options for the collection including wood or corian arm caps and 

stainless steel or solid wood base.

available in:
Lounge
Settee
Sofa

Grand Island
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Superkool Mini is available in:
High Back Pull Up
Low Back Pull Up
High Back Executive
Low Back Executive

The Superkool Collection, designed by London-based designer David Fox, 

marries subtle curves through the human factored dimensions with precision  

and simplicity that belies a true iconic organic form. The dramatic high back 

shape allows sight lines and sounds to be slightly defused within the elegant 

form. The Superkool Collection straddles between a large scale lounge size  

with a petite scale guest chair all available in a variety of base options.  

Superkool is available in:
High Back Lounge
Low Back Lounge
Bistro Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Ottoman

Superkool & Superkool Mini
Designed by David Fox
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O’Sally
Designed by Robert Cox

O’Sally, designed by Robert Cox, captures the strong geometric form of the 

Spanish sculptural, Eduardo Chillda, as the notched curve in the angled side  

frame is the consistent theme between the two works of art. Robert has  

designed a variety of pieces for David Edward over the past three decades  

that share a strong historical undertone, but captures a modern aesthetic  

that is devoid of detail. Blending five different materials into the shell, base  

and the molded foams all combine for the perfect proportions and ergonomics.

available in:
Lounge
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Anora
Designed by Laney Builteman

Anora, designed by Laney Builteman, rifts on a classic tub chair with a new  

wood panel wrap that surrounds the chair allowing for contrasting upholsteries. 

With a Masters in Product Design from SCAD we were lucky to have Laney 

work in David Edward’s design studio for three years to further reflect our 

craftsmanship and operating strengths to the maximum. The Anora features  

two different legs, one in solid metal and one in solid wood, to insure the  

design reflects the client’s interior detailing.

available in:
Lounge
Settee
Sofa
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Lolita
Designed by Robert Cox

Lolita, designed by Robert Cox, reflects a clean modern tufted detail in a strong 

classic wood frame that includes a tapered wood leg that gently curves into the 

solid wood frame. As past Design Director of HOK and LSM Associates before 

forming his own consultancy, Robert provides a strong historical context with new 

modern materials and processes. The Lolita features several upholstery options 

including the button tufts that are individual crafted by our upholsters.

available in:
Lounge
Settee
Sofa
Pull-up  
Table
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Additional Seating Options

Aspen
available in:
Lounge & Pull-up

Fly
available in:
Lounge, Settee, Pull-up, Bar Stool,  
Bench & Table

Aussie
available in:
Lounge, Pull-up, Bar Stool, Table & Bench

Hutton
available in:
Lounge, Settee & Sofa

Aspen Executive
available in:
High Back Executive & Mid Back Executive

Freedom
available in:
Pull-up

Elise
available in:
Arm & Armless Lounge

Julie
available in:
Lounge, Settee & Sofa

Cove
available in:
Bench

Gotham
available in:
Lounge, Settee, Pull-up & Table

Ergo
available in:
Low Back Executive & High Back Executive

LSM
available in:
Lounge, Settee, Sofa & Table
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Tulip
available in:
Lounge, Settee & Sofa

Noelle
available in:
Pull-up, Bar Stool & Counter Stool

Vella
available in:
Lounge, Settee & Sofa

Ocean
available in:
Pull-up, Bar Stool & Counter Stool

Serengeti
available in:
Lounge, Pull-up, Settee & Sofa

In October of 2018, David Edward was acquired by Kimball, a subsidiary of  

Kimball International, Inc. David Edward continues to operate independently, selling 

through our existing network of independent rep groups and authorized dealers.

Kimball and David Edward share a commitment to quality that allows us to lead  

the way in new and innovative product designs. Through this partnership, we capitalize  

on our ability to skillfully integrate technical and architectural elements into our  

furniture designs. Kimball and David Edward, together, foster a culture of caring for  

employees, customers, and communities, which provides a solid foundation for  

future growth and long term success together.

Ribbon
available in:
Pull-up



davidedward.com


